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Abstract

Blogosphere is expanding in an unprecedented speed. A
better understanding of the blogosphere can greatly facili-
tate the development of the Social Web to serve the needs
of users, service providers and advertisers. One important
task in this process is clustering blog sites. Clustering blog
sites presents new challenges. We propose to tap into col-
lective wisdom in clustering blog sites, present statistical
and visual results, report findings, and suggest future work
extending to many real-world applications.

1 Introduction

With an explosive growth of the blogosphere there is a

need for automatic and dynamic organization of the blog

sites in order to enhance the structured search and access to

blog sites. Clustering of these blog sites is a promising way

to achieve the automatic organization of the content. Blog

site clustering not only helps better organize the information

but also aids convenient accessibility to the content. Clus-

tering blog sites helps in optimizing the search engine by re-

ducing the search space. We only need to search the relevant

cluster and not the entire blogosphere. Though there exist a

good number of traditional clustering methods, they are not

designed to consider the unique characteristics of the blogo-

sphere. A prominent feature of the Social Web is that many

bloggers voluntarily write, tag, and catalog their posts in

order to reach the widest possible audience who will share

their thoughts and appreciate their ideas. In the process a

new kind of collective wisdom is generated. We propose to

leverage the collective wisdom in clustering blogs.

The problem of clustering blog sites could be formally

defined as, given m blog sites, S1, S2, ..., Sm, we construct

k disjoint clusters of the m blog sites, such that k ≤ m.

We exploit the collective wisdom while forming clusters of
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these blog sites. The collective wisdom is available in the

form of predefined labels for each blog site. A single blog

site could be tagged under multiple labels.

With the proposed new framework for clustering we in-

tend to explore new ways for clustering. We also show that

the clusters thus obtained are more meaningful as compared

to traditional ways for clustering. Moreover, conventional

approaches for clustering have inherent shortcomings like

the curse of dimensionality and sparsity [2], semantic simi-

larity is not captured by the similarity measure very well [4],

obtained clusters are sometimes not very meaningful [4],

and number of clusters needs to be known a priori.

2 Proposed Approach - WisClus

We perform our study in a controlled environment by

collecting data from a blog site directory available at Blog-

Catalog. We first briefly describe the blog site data available

at BlogCatalog before discussing the proposed approach.

BlogCatalog (http://www.blogcatalog.com) is a blog di-

rectory allowing bloggers to label the blogs under a given

hierarchy. The structure of this hierarchy keeps changing

as more blogs are submitted to BlogCatalog, although in a

controlled fashion. At the time of writing, BlogCatalog had

in total 56 level-1 nodes (or labels). The maximum depth of

the hierarchy is 3. Later we experiment with varying gran-

ularity of structural information.

We leverage the label information to cluster the blog

sites. A naı̈ve way could be to treat all the blog sites that

have the same label as one cluster resulting in too many

clusters and moreover some of the clusters thus obtained

might be related and would be better if they are merged into

one cluster. Also many blog sites are tagged under more

than one labels, which makes it difficult to form clusters in

the naı̈ve way. To achieve this, we cluster similar labels.

Clustering the similar labels can be formulated as an op-

timization problem. Assume we have t labels, l1, l2, ..., lt
and are clustered into k clusters, C1, C2, ..., Ck, then opti-
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mal clustering is obtained if, for any two labels li and lj ,

min
∑

d(li, lj),∀(li, lj) ∈ Cm, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, i �= j (1)

max
∑

d(li, lj),∀li ∈ Cm,∀lj ∈ Cn, 1 ≤ (m,n) ≤ k, m �= n

(2)

Here d(li, lj) refers to a distance metric between the labels

li and lj . (1) minimizes the within-cluster distance between

the cluster members and (2) maximizes the between-cluster

distance. The optimal solution for the above min-max con-

ditions is NP-complete because of the combinatoric nature

of the problem [3].

Other approaches like K-means requires the value of k
a priori, which is difficult to specify. Another approach to

cluster the blog sites is based on the tags assigned to the

blog posts and the blog site. Each blog site can be profiled

based on these accumulated tags. A simple cosine simi-

larity distance metric could be used to find similarity be-

tween different blog sites. However, the vector space model

of the blog sites based on the tags is high-dimensional and

sparse. We use a SVD based clustering algorithm as the

baseline to avoid the curse of dimensionality. We chose top

25 eigenvectors to transform the blogs to reduced concept

space. Pairwise similarity between blogs was computed us-

ing cosine similarity between reduced concept space vectors

of the blogs. More details could be found in [1].

Based on the above discussion and limitations with the

vector space model, we propose an approach to achieve

blog site clustering leveraging the “collective wisdom”

of the bloggers. Often bloggers specify more than one

predefined labels for a particular blog site. Such blog

sites help in establishing links between these labels. This

results in a label relation graph. For example, labels

like Computers and Technology; Computers and

Internet; Computers and Blogging were linked by

the bloggers. The category labels are the vertices of the

label relation graph. The number of blog sites that create

the links between various labels is termed as link strength,

which could be treated as the edge weights of the label re-

lation graph. Note that here collective wisdom is used to

construct the label relation graph. Using this label relation

graph, different labels can be clustered or merged. We call

this link-based clustering, WisClus. We experiment with

different thresholds for the link strength in Section 3.

WisClus clustering approach is highly time sensitive and

adaptive to the current interests, since the labels of a blog

site could change depending on what the blogger is blog-

ging about. This results in dynamic as well as adaptive clus-

tering, every time new blog posts appear, there will be new

edges appearing in label relation graph or the link strength

changes as blogger specifies different labels, the clustering

results would change. Since the blogosphere provides more

emphasis on the freshness of the content, the proposed clus-

tering approach would also reflect similar dynamics. Also,
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Figure 1. Distribution of blog sites with re-
spect to the labels.

WisClus is resistant to noise since false category labeling

is rare and would have minimum impact on the collective

wisdom.

3 Experiments and Analysis

Data Collection: We started with 4 bloggers from dif-

ferent categories as the starting points and crawl their social

networks, recursively in a breadth-first fashion. For each

blogger thus crawled, we collect their blog site URL, blog

site labels, blog post tags, and blog post snippets.

Since the blog site labels have a hierarchical structure, to

decide what level gives the best clustering results we con-

struct three different datasets:

1. Top-level: The labels of all the blog sites are abstracted

to their top most parent level labels.

2. All-category: The full hierarchical structure of the la-

bels is considered.

3. One node-split: According to the distribution of blog

sites in various top level labels, illustrated in Figure 1,

Personal has the largest number of blog sites1. Hence,

we split Personal into its child labels, to reduce the

skewed distribution of blog sites.

Results and Analysis: The experiments are designed to

evaluate two issues:

1. What granularity of label hierarchical structural infor-

mation generates best clustering? For this we study the clus-

tering results for the three variants of the dataset.

2. Which one of the two clustering approaches, WisClus

or the baseline approach, performs the best?

Link Strength in WisClus: We experiment with differ-

ent threshold values for link strength varying from 3, 4, 5, 7,

and 10. Due to space constraints we just present the cluster

1For the sake of space constraint and the analysis presented here, we

limit the labels in this chart that have at least 1000 blog sites.
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Table 1. Various statistics to compare clustering results for different threshold values for WisClus.

�

Figure 2. WisClus results for link strength ≥ 5 for All-category dataset.

�

Figure 3. Clusters obtained using baseline clustering approach for All-category dataset.
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Table 2. Various statistics to compare clustering results for different label structure for WisClus.
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visualization results for threshold values of 5 in Figure 22.

Link Strength is denoted by the values on the edges. Names

of the nodes depict the labels assigned by the bloggers to

the blog sites. Here a node represents all the blog sites

that are labeled as the label of the node. A cluster of labels

would represent a cluster of all the blog sites that are labeled

with one of these labels. Some nodes like Internet>Web
Design depict the hierarchical structure of labels. Here

the blog sites are labeled Web Design which is a child

of Internet. We present detailed statistics for clustering

results for all the threshold values in Table 1 for compari-

son. For threshold >= 3, total coverage is highest but we

have a single large cluster and 2 very small clusters depicted

by the cluster coverages. Similar is the case for threshold

>= 4, 7, and 10. This indicates highly unbalanced clusters

are achieved at other thresholds as compared with threshold

>= 5. Hence we set threshold=5 for rest of the experiments.

More results and analysis are reported in [1].

Label Hierarchy: We consider all the three variants of

the dataset, i.e., Top-level, All-category, and One node-split

for this experiment. Due to space limitations we present

clustering results for All-category in Figure 2. Statistics

of clusters obtained from WisClus for different datasets are

reported in Table 2. Although the total coverage is maxi-

mum for Top-level label structure, it creates only one cluster

hence treating all the labels as semantically related. Simi-

larly, results for One node-split show that the cluster size is

again highly unbalanced. There are only 3 clusters with the

1st cluster having majority of coverage and the difference

between 1st and 2nd cluster is very small. Results for All-

categories has the lowest coverage but the clusters are not as

unbalanced. This shows that leveraging the complete struc-

ture of collective wisdom gives best results as compared to

exploiting a part of it. This proves that the more collective

wisdom is available the better it is.

WisClus vs. Baseline Clustering: Here we compare

WisClus algorithm and baseline algorithm to study the ad-

vantages of collective wisdom. Results obtained using base-

line clustering algorithm are presented in Figure 3. Here

nodes represent the blog sites or bloggers. For easier com-

parison we also display the labels of their blog sites besides

their name. For example, a node label like, emom=Small
Business:Moms, tells us that the blogger emom has a

blog site with labels Small Business and Moms. How-

ever, we do not use the label information while clustering

in baseline approach. We report the differences between the

two approaches based on the results as follows:

1. Clusters obtained from baseline approach are too frag-

mented (lot of 2-member clusters) as compared to WisClus.

2. As a result, clusters are too focussed. This affects the

insertions of new blog site later on. Cluster configurations

are highly unstable in such a focussed clustering.

2Pajek was used to create the visualizations.

3. Several clusters from baseline clustering, have mem-

bers whose blog site labels are semantically unrelated. For

example, bluemonkey jammies = Humor:Personal
and emperoranton = SEO: Marketing are clustered

together. The reason for semantically incoherent clusters is

the susceptibility of vector space clustering to text noise,

predominantly found in blogs. Moreover, blogs are dy-

namic in nature with the blogger occasionally posting about

different topics. However WisClus gives high-quality, se-

mantically coherent clusters.

4. Several clusters obtained from baseline approach have

members that have exactly the same labels. For exam-

ple, the cluster with bloggers emom and geraelindsey
have the same labels, i.e., Small Business and

Moms. Clustering blog sites that have different yet related

theme/topics are more helpful. WisClus generates clusters

of blog sites with labels like, Technology, Computers,

Internet, and Technology>Gadgets.

4 Conclusions

Clustering blogs is a challenging task with many real-

world applications. Classic clustering methods do not take

advantage of some characteristics of the blogosphere. We

proposed WisClus a blog clustering algorithm that lever-

ages collective wisdom. We evaluate different values of

link strengths and various levels of label hierarchies, com-

pare WisClus with a classic SVD-based clustering algo-

rithm, present results statistically and visually, and summa-

rize findings that deepen our understanding. Since WisClus

mainly relies on the label information by the bloggers, it

is adaptive to the blog dynamics. WisClus is a proof-of-

concept project using forms of collective wisdom in the So-

cial Web. Our future work includes the integrative use of

multiple sources of information such as labels, tags, and

posts in clustering, and the intelligent use of the clustering

results to help focused search in the blogosphere.
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